16 Java String API - Deep Dive
Thursday, November 12, 2020

1:20 PM

Declaring Variables:

Creating Objects:
String g = new String("Garage Band");
Using String Methods:
g.length()

g.charAt(2)

g.indexOf("age");

g.split(" ");

g.equals(h);
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15 Trees by Joyce Kilmer
Tuesday, November 17, 2020

2:26 PM

Trees
By Joyce Kilmer
I think that I shall never see
A poem lovely as a tree.
A tree whose hungry mouth is prest
Against the earth’s sweet flowing breast;
A tree that looks at God all day,
And lifts her leafy arms to pray;
A tree that may in Summer wear
A nest of robins in her hair;
Upon whose bosom snow has lain;
Who intimately lives with rain.
Poems are made by fools like me,
But only God can make a tree.
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16 Strings - Example 1: Searching Text Files
Tuesday, November 17, 2020

9:13 AM

Problem: Search an input text file for a string.
For example, in a text file that contains Edgar Allen Poe's The Raven, how many lines contain the string
"Nevermore"?
Example:

$ java-introcs Search "Nevermore" < raven.txt
Quoth the Raven "Nevermore."
With such name as "Nevermore."
Then the bird said "Nevermore."
…
Test Cases: Try on raven.txt (Poe's The Raven), and tree.txt (Kilmer's Trees)
Also, you can use this to count if and how many times certain words appeared in US Presidents SOTU speeches:
Trump versus Obama on education.
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16 Strings - Example 2: Palindromes
Tuesday, November 17, 2020

9:13 AM

Problem: Given an input sentence, determine if it is a palindrome.
Example:
$ java-introcs Palindrome "A man, a plan, a canal, Panama!"
Sentence: A man, a plan, a canal, Panama!
It is a palindrome!
Test cases: Deepak Kumar (No), Race car! (Yes), A nut for a jar of tuna. (yes), Borrow, or rob? (Yes)
Taco cat. (yes), Yo, banana boy! (yes), Oozy rat in a sanitary zoo. (yes),
Never odd, or even. (Yes)
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16 Strings - Example 3: Verifying Passwords
Tuesday, November 17, 2020

9:13 AM

Problem: Write a program that inputs a user password from command line, and verifies it using the set of
password rules:
Password must be at least 10 characters long and must contain at least one uppercase letter, lowercase letter,
and number and/or symbol.

Example:

$ java VerifyPassword "ClaptonIsGod"
<ClaptonIsGod> is not a valid password.
$ java VerifyPassword "Clapton Is God"
<Clapton Is God> is a valid password.
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